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Central Fleet Depot

The Central Fleet Depot is the headquarters of Star Army Logistics. It is located in the military-industrial
city of Central Uesureya, Yamatai (Planet).

The YSS Tomoyo and many other supply ships are based out of the Central Fleet Depot.

History

When the Star Army was formed in YE 22, it adopted Central Uesureya as its primary logistics hub.

In YE 24, at least part of the depot was formerly known as the PNUgen Central Uesureyan Storage Depot.
During the Second Draconian War it was commanded by Major Mishikawa Kurasawa of the Grand Star
Army1).

At some point, the Star Army Logistics moved its headquarters to nearby Uesureyan Fields, and Nataria
Fleet Depot became the main hub for logistics until the Nataria star system was captured by the NMX in
YE 31 during the opening of the Second Mishhuvurthyar War, forcing the ancient depot back into service
until Nataria was retaken in YE 33.

The starport facilities condition in YE 38 were described in the YSS Eucharis RP2): “The concrete floor was
cracked and the scaffolding around the edges was covered in peeling paints in variously shaded layers,
or streaks of rust that matched the ones coming down from the roof. The drainage ditches around the
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edges of the hangar were full of old nuts and bolts, brass ammunition cases and belt links, and random
weeds eking out an existence from the sunlight that shined in through clouded, weathered window panes
of nano-glass above. A variety of cranes, container movers, and various vehicles were lined up along one
wall of the enormous hangar while the other was taken up by one to two story offices, their windows
filled with damaged blinds and antique furniture and computer consoles from the early YE 20s. Outside
the hangar was a railroad track for moving ship parts and a large landing area surrounded by other
hangars. Already a number of flatcars with starship parts were waiting on the rail nearby. A road led
towards the city skyline populated by skyscrapers in older styles.”

On YE 39.5.20 (Kikyō No Sekku), Star Army Logistics moved its headquarters from back to its original YE
22 headquarters location3). The Star Army began a major refurbishment effort, adding new state-of-the-
art facilities to the newly-designated Central Fleet Depot.

As of YE 41, the Central Fleet Depot has once more become a key center for Star Army Logistics.

In YE 46, the first large scale teleportation pad was secretly installed in a secure underground facility
reachable by starship-sized cargo elevators, giving the Central Fleet Depot the ability to rapidly and
discreetly move supplies and ships to a sister pad in the Nataria Fleet Depot.

Description

The Central Fleet Depot is sprawling and massive. It contains both vast older facilities from before the
Star Army was formed (many of which are showing their age) and huge newer warehousing complexes
built since YE 39. These buildings are both above ground and below ground in extensive tunnels running
deep into the rock.
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Capabilities

The Central Fleet Depot has powerful on-hand expertise and systems that allow it to reliably track
materiel assets to ensure they are visible, accountable, and accessible. It identifies, evaluates, inspects,
inventories, stores, secures, packages, containerizes, and ships items to anywhere in the universe (and
occasionally, beyond).

The Central Fleet Depot specializes in assemblies, kits, packaging, and containerization. It can upgrade
and standardize retrograde, used, or older Star Army Equipment returning from the battlefield to make it
ready to distribute again and can assist with resets of units to standard inventory. It also can configure
and calibrate electronic systems and computers.

The Central Fleet Depot is the primary manufacturer of textiles such as Bulletproof Wool, Star Army
Uniforms, and a major storage area for Organizational Clothing and Individual Equipment (OCIE) including
sidearms and hand weapons. Additionally, the Central Fleet Depot is key center for Zesuaium production
and recycling and produces combat armor for starships and power armor sets.

Facilities

Some of the facilities that the Central Fleet Depot includes are:

Star Army Alterations and Embroidery
Star Army Barber Shop
Star Army Clothing Store
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Star Army Standard Hospital Center
Star Army Post Office
Star Army Surplus Store
Trinary Star Shipping
Star Army Engineering Office
Star Army Logistics Office
Star Army Reconnaissance Office
1 Ke-P8-R4600 Teleportation Pad in secret underground bunker

Dining

Tokyo Brewing Company BrewPub location
Flavor Of Victory (since YE 45)
Kikyo Pie Company (pizza)
Meat On A Stick
The Pangalactic Chophouse of Waffles (Pan-CHOW)
Ramen To Go with VCE Cafe
Warm and Sweet

Transportation

Because Central Uesureya is the center of the planet's rail network, it has excellent rail options. The
depot has direct rail lines to Black Sands Test Range, Uesureyan Fields, and Kyoto. It also has rail access
to other nearby cities such as Port Xenn and Tania. The Central Depot is home to an enormous rail
yard/depot, and has internal rails running to all the hangars of its starport, to its many factories and
warehouses, and down into the maze of underground tunnels and bunkers.

Additionally, hundreds of military transport ships and shuttles land and depart the spaceport each day,
going to all corners of Yamatai-controlled space, so it is easy for someone in the military to get a ride.

As of YE 46, the Central Fleet Depot can also be reached by directly teleporting from the Ke-P8-R4600
Teleportation Pad at the Nataria Fleet Depot or Uesureyan Fields, though this is not known to the public.

People

The Central Fleet depot's population is almost exclusively composed of Star Army soldiers, mostly in the
logistics field, so you will see a lot of uniforms with orange panels. This also means the population tends
to be Nekovalkyrja and working-age Minkan, with males only making around a quarter of the population.

Contacts

Nakeysha Smalls is the current primary secretary for the Central Fleet Depot.
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Characters

These characters are currently located at the Central Fleet Depot:

Page Occupation Gender Species
Ahn Ha-neul Communications Secretary for Materiel Acquisitions Female Minkan
Alva Lenasdottir Star Army Technician Female Nekovalkyrja
Bryndri Dricho Star Army Clerk Female Norian
Hanna Madsen soldier Female Nekovalkyrja
Janna Madsen Cook Female Nekovalkyrja
Kawahara Opal Director of Star Army Logistics Female Nekovalkyrja
Murakami Mitsuko Liaison to Kawahara Opal Female Nekovalkyrja
Nakeysha Smalls Communications Secretary Female Minkan
Bjarnison Sigurd Science Specialist Male Nepleslian

These Star Army of Yamatai characters are currently assigned to the Central Fleet Depot:

Page SAOY Rank SAOY Occupation SAOY Career Status
Ahn Ha-neul Ittô Heisho Star Army Cargo and Supply Active Duty
Alva Lenasdottir Nitô Hei Star Army Technician Reserve
Bryndri Dricho Santô Hei Star Army Clerk Active Duty
Hanna Madsen Ittô Hei Star Army Soldier Reserve
Janna Madsen Ittô Hei Star Army Cook Reserve
Kawahara Opal Taisho Director Of Star Army Logistics Active Duty
Murakami Mitsuko Taii Star Army Cargo and Supply Active Duty
Nakeysha Smalls Jôtô Heisho Star Army Cargo and Supply Active Duty
Bjarnison Sigurd Nitô Hei Star Army Science Officer Reserve
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RP Opportunities

The Central Fleet Depot is the headquarters and hub of Star Army Logistics, which means Star Army and
allied characters visiting here are able to find unparalleled expertise in sourcing and repairing military
supplies or getting transportation of cargo to remote corners of the galaxy. There is a little of everything
here in the vast warehouses and stockpiles–if you have the right access and ask the right questions…rare
gear, captured enemy items…the list goes on…

Local Rumors

The depot is so vast that sometimes people get lost and go missing in it
The depot has a secret collection of gear and technology acquired from other universes
The depot has an inventory of items made to be used in other universes like Ayenee
There's still old PNUgen Corporation weapon labs hidden in the depot

Items

Some notable stockpiles at the Central Fleet Depot include:

247,000 Service Android, Type 36A "Emma"
499,999,000,000 Star Army Emergency Ration Pill
50 million meters of wool.
50 million meters of cotton.
50 million meters of silk.
19.5 million life jackets
1 million inflatable boats
49,999,999,950 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistols, Type 33
100,000,000,000 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistols, Type 33 Dark
100,000,000,000 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistols, Type 33A Economy
Billions of extra NSP batteries
10 million Star Army Survival Knife, Type 40
Enormous numbers of Star Army Uniforms
48,000,000 Star Army Insignia Set, Type 41
24.5 million Bulletproof Wool Blankets
25 million Traditional Flak Vest
Generic military gear such as

Combat Boots
Combat Harness
Combat Vest
Web Belt

10 NovaCorp Xaser Rifles
9 Pestris Pistol
10 Pelphrys Particle Pulse Autocannon
10 Atromos Particle Beam Rifle with Dresde Under-Slung Grenade Launcher
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12 pack of Damuisa (Energy Juice) Cherry-Lime
1 animated singing Lorath female skeleton - glows in the dark
T-Shirt with a zombie Qaktoro male
Generic Datapad
729 x Riding Saddle
136 x Small Cage (10 gp)
2 Hydrogen/Oxygen Distiller Machine (just add water!)
SSCC-XL containing water

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2017/07/04 10:08 by Wes.

The depot has a song named after it on the album Star Army OST: Volume 1.

Star Army Bases & Facilities
Type Fleet Depot
Location Central Uesureya
Description Manufacturing & Logistics
Organization Star Army Logistics

Patch

Contact Page Nakeysha Smalls

Pic

Places of the SARPiverse
Opened/Settled (YE) Pre-History - Before YE 01
Place Categories military facility

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/corporate-listing-thread.11438/#post-169691
2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/post-mission-25-recovery-on-yamatai-ye-38.22478/
3)

SANDRA: Logistics HQ Returns to Central Uesureya, Central Depot Created
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